The research examines the possibility of increasing of Periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) converters efficiency due to application of gradient nonlinear and optical environments. Use efficiency for radiation transformation of the powerful continuous PPLN lasers made of gradient niobate lithium crystals, can be several times higher, than PPLN made of uniform traditional optically niobate lithium crystals. However, such high efficiency values of transformation are observed at gradient PPLN in more limited interval of rating capacities, than at PPLN made of optically uniform niobate lithium crystals because of possibility of nonlinear change in phase difference of interacting waves.
Introduction
Nowadays using of Periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) structures for receiving the second harmonica of laser radiation instead of volume nonlinear and optical converters from niobate of lithium is the successful technological decision (Dmitriev and Tarasov, 2014) . Such decision is especially effective for transforming radiation of continuous fiber and semiconductor lasers, developing parametrical generators of light (Galutskiy, Stroganova, and Yakovenko, 2011) . However, the phenomenon of a photorefraction is an essential limiting factor (Galutskiy, Vatlina, and Stroganova, 2009; Kolker, Dmitriev, Gorelick, Wong, and Zondi, 2009.) , when using PPLN as a nonlinear and optical element in processes of obtaining radiation of the second harmonica of powerful continuous lasers for creation of a bright contrast picture in such appendices as projective television and others the device multimedia. Alloying of a crystal matrix ions of Mg, In, Sc or passing from PPLN to periodically polarized tantalate lithium (PPLT) (Kolker et al., 2009 ) is made for improvement of photorefraction firmness of PPLN. Own absorption of a crystal matrix is another important reason of limiting PPLN application for nonlinear and optical transformation of radiation of powerful continuous lasers. It is known (Louchev, Yu Nan Ei, Kurimura, and Kitamura, 2005) that at increasing rating power causes redistribution of a temperature field in PPLN-structure that leads to discrepancy of working temperature and operating modes of converter maximum efficiency is observed. In addition, efficiency of the PPLN transformation, for example, in the second harmonica, decreases in an oscillating way (Louchev et al., 2005; Pavel, Shoji, Taira, Mizuuchi, Morikawa, Sugita, and Yamamoto, 2004) , at some critical value of rating power. The research examines the possibility of increasing of PPLN converters efficiency due to application of gradient nonlinear and optical environments. Earlier the way of receiving crystals with structure change of a crystal matrix or level of its alloying (Schlarb and Betzler, 1994; Sidorov, Volk, Mavrin, and Kalinikov, 2003) set during a pulling was offered. Structure change in the process of a pulling should obviously lead to some mismatch of phase speeds of waves interacting in PPLN, to compensation of the induced wave unbalancing (at the constant period of a domain grid), and as a result of temperature influence to the leveling of own crystal matrix absorption. For the analysis of structure gradient influence along PPLN on transformation efficiency of rating radiation on 1.06 microns length wave in the second harmonica, it was used the scheme in which the 1х1х8 mm sized PPLN is placed in the metal box, which temperature is maintained by an external temperature regulator at the level of 30 0 C ( Figure 1 ).
FIGURE 1. THE SCHEME OF THE PPLN CONVERTER
Traditional equations for radiation transformation of in the second harmonica (Louchev et al., 2005) were used, for the temperature influence modeling on radiation distribution process along PPLN: Radiation in PPLN and its absorption by a crystal matrix with coefficients of own absorption α 1 =0,002 cm -1 , α 2 =0,025 cm -1 и β=5x10 -11 m/W on the first and second harmonicas and coefficient of two-photon absorption properly, led to PPLN warming up. The temperature field in PPLN is considered by numerical decision by a method of final elements of heat conductivity equation:
where ρ = 4600 kg/m 3 , C=650 J/(kg*К), K=4,6 of W/(m*К) -density, a thermal capacity and coefficient of heat conductivity of niobate lithium (Louchev et al., 2005) . Heat exchange is carried out with air at PPLN end face plane, and boundary conditions are:
, where h=10 W/м 2 К -coefficient of heat exchange of niobate lithium with air at Т 0 ≈20 0 С. For the equation of heat conductivity solution the coordinate grid of 30x30x20 and 400 points for sampling of a time interval was used.
Since the curve of a phase speeds mismatch in PPLN has not only temperature dependence, but also dependence on structure of a crystal which forms PPLN structure, due to dependence of n(λ,T,C Li ) (Zhao, Sukhoy, Lima, and Major, 2012) , during the researches various profiles of lithium (or niobium) concentration change in a initial PPLN creation niobate lithium crystal. In the capacity of lithium concentration change profiles in PPLN the following ones were chosen (Figure 2 (and) ): 1-constant concentration of lithium along PPLN, a 2-parabolic lithium concentration increase profile with 49.975 to 50 pier. % (stoichiometric structure); 3 -lithium concentration increase profile along the converter with 49.975 to 50 pier. % on a hyperbolic tangent, also lithium concentration increase profile in PPLN in the form of a 4-hyperbolic tangent of accruing and falling-down and 5 parabolas were analyzed. Average lithium concentration in PPLN equaled 49.9916 pier %, for all concentration profiles. For this concentration the mismatch of wave vectors of interacting waves counted, and this mismatch was compensated by regular domain structure at a temperature of 30 0 С: Results of converters efficiency made of crystals with the specified gradients are shown in Figure 2 ( Figure 2 (b) presents that using of a falling-down parabolic of lithium concentration change profile along PPLN affects converter efficiency negatively. At the rating power higher than 35 W it is practically zero. As a whole, the size of the second harmonica at the discharge from PPLN is lower in all power range of a continuous laser rating. At the same time, for PPLN made of a crystal with a profile accruing in the form of a hyperbolic tangent, efficiency of transformation at the discharge from PPLN is higher than efficiency of the PPLN transformation made of a crystal with constant concentration of lithium. Constant concentration of lithium is equal to average concentration of lithium in the converter with a -88 -© 2013 Prague Development Center gradient; the periods of used PPLN-structures are equal to a zero mismatch on this concentration of lithium. Granting temperature effects at increase in power of rating radiation than some threshold value (in our case higher than 10 W) efficiency of transformation starts to oscillate with attenuation that leads to decrease in efficiency of transformation to 10% at 50 W of rating power. The local warming up of PPLN along the direction of radiation distribution leads to change the conditions of interacting waves coordination of the main frequency (rating) and the second harmonica. This coordination conditions change is equivalent to change of refraction indicators along an interacting beams distribution axis, i.e. to emergence so-called "a thermal lens". Figure 3 illustrates emergence of lens at the rating power of 18 W in PPLN made of a niobate lithium crystal with a falling-down parabolic gradient by concentration of lithium 49.9916 a pier. %. activated optical distortions in this interval of rating capacities. In Figure 4 the picture of thermal field distribution along PPLN and refraction indicator change corresponding to it along the converter for a rating wave for different gradients is presented. The type of a temperature profile on the PPLN axis with time change is presented in Figure 5 . It is shown that temperature relaxation time of PPLN chosen as 0.3-1 with correspond to the obtained data, temperature distribution along the converter is stabilized through 200-300 ms. Stabilization of a temperature profile along PPLN at the set geometry and a power range of a rating happens in a time interval 0.2-0.3s. as for PPLN to constant concentration of lithium, as for gradient PPLN. In Figure 6 the Gaussian profile of the second harmonica at the discharge from PPLN and its change is presented over time rated on rating capacity. It is obvious that at the beginning efficiency of transformation is maximal, then, in process of heating of PPLN and its stabilization efficiency of transformation are trends to some smaller value. Thus, use efficiency for radiation transformation of the powerful continuous PPLN lasers made of gradient niobate lithium crystals, can be several times higher, than PPLN made of uniform traditional optically niobate lithium crystals. However such high efficiency values of transformation are observed at gradient PPLN in more limited interval of rating capacities, than at PPLN made of optically uniform niobate lithium crystals because of possibility of nonlinear change in phase difference of interacting waves.
